Teleportation By Almighty God BBB And Many Other Miracles Since 22-23-December 1949 In Middle Gummed Of Babri Mosque Witnessed By Abdul Barkat Ali Recorded In FIR By SI Ram Deo Duby Was A Reality It Was Confirmed When Creator Of Universe Lord Natraz BBB Got Annoyed By SC Erroneous Conclusion Where His Janamasthal was Allotted To Fake Janmasthan Of Lord Ram The Creation And He Made Tandav By Spreading Covid 19 Globally . Prediction Of New Theory Of Teleportation Of Creator BBB Is Confirmed (Bhagwan Ka Prakaty) Dr V M Das Das Nursing Home, Fatehgarh, India University Of God

Abstract

Dirac equation is illusion as mathematics does not have thought of mind and thought of Creator According to Hinduism, People have believed that if we undertake a journey to all these holy destinations then our all sins which we did in our past life get removed and opens all the doors for that person to get salvation. It is not true. But what brain sees is truth. Hence by knowledge (At UOG) realization of God Particles (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs Fig below) at the time of prayer makes your place a true religious place. As it (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs) would persists even after end of universe. Having seen the God particles by brain, you are fit to get salvation. The same philosophy is applicable to all religious persons including Muslims.

Self positioning system (SPS) in brain triggers to know our surrounding and our location. It is being used by animals and birds during migration or navigation on the Earth. Global positioning system (GPS - computer) helps us to know our location and different places and their route on Earth. GPS does not make us to be lost in big cities if we have loaded origin and destination in our computer. There is one more system called universe positioning system (UPS), that helps to locate our true home from where we started our journey since origin of universe and home (Tachyons sea) of Almighty B.B.B as prayer reaches to Almighty B.B.B. Our journey did not start with
fertilization of ova with sperm rather it had started since origin of the universe and our brain could predict our past and future transformations before we transformed into human beings . But Almighty B.B.B could tell our exact past and future transformations . Teleportation is the phenomenon made by Almighty B.B.B , as He descends from invisible universe (Tachyons sea) to Earth . First , message comes (first order of universe) to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription (quantum entanglement) and B.B.Bs of Earth transform in any shape (Trinity – Human beings or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form) and Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship . For example Lord Jesus , Lord Krishna etc All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways (rituals) . Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship (Fig below) or during namaz , devotee sees home of Almighty B.B.B (Allahatala or Tachyon sea) and structure of Tachyons (One Yang and many Yins) (Fig see below) by brain , worship is incomplete . The theory predicts that when Almighty B.B.B would teleport Himself as He Knows UPS (Creator of universe and Aliens) , could tell exactly where Aliens reside .

**Keywords** Basic Building Blocks , Mind and Mass , Atomic genetics , Atomic transcription and Translation , Tachyons .

**Introduction**

(Krishna Jha is a Delhi-based freelance journalist and biographer of SA Dange, one of the founding fathers of the Indian communist movement. Dhirendra K Jha is a political journalist with Open magazine in Delhi.) [1]

In the charge sheet filed on 1 February 1950, based on the FIR registered in the morning of 23 December 1949 against Abhiram Das and others for intruding into the mosque and defiling it, Abul Barkat was named as one of the nine prosecution witnesses. What he said in his statement to the magistrate elated the Hindu communalists, but any sane person could easily see through it. Justice Deoki Nandan in his ‘Sri Rama Janma Bhumi: Historical and Legal Perspective’ has cited a ‘concise translation’ of Abdul Barkat’s statement:

He [Abul Barkat] was on duty at the Police Outpost Rama Janma Bhumi on the night between December 22nd and 23rd, 1949. While on duty that night, he saw a fl ash of Divine Light inside the Babari Masjid. Gradually that light became golden and in that he saw the fl igure of a very beautiful godlike child of four or fi ve years the like of which he had never before seen in his life. Th e sight sent him into a trance, and when he recovered his senses he found that the lock on the main gate (of the mosque) was lying broken and a huge crowd of Hindus had entered the building and were
performing the aarti of the Idol placed on a Singhasan and reciting: Bhaye prakat kripa Deen Dayal [God has manifested himself].

Five important characters related to Ayodhya dispute, whose discussion is less

Havildar Abdul Barkat

The story of Abdul Barkat is also related to the same night when idols were kept in the disputed building. Abdul Barkat's disputed building was on duty on the intervening night of 22 and 23 December 1949. The duty time was from 12 o'clock at night. But, due to some reason they arrived late. By the time Abdul Barkat arrived on duty of the disputed building, some people along with a group of Bairagi sadhus had placed the idols in the mosque. It is said that Abdul Barkat, who was on duty at a sensitive place, got scared. After this, knowing the crisis on his job, he repeated the same things that the planners of placing the idol told him elsewhere.

In his statement to the police, Abdul Barkat said, 'I was posted on duty of Babri Masjid. Then a light arose from inside the Babri Masjid which gradually turned golden. A four-five-year-old child was seen inside. I had not seen such a beautiful child in my life. When I became aware, I saw that the lock of the Sadar Darwaza is broken and the crowd of Hindus are performing a fete. Apart from this, I do not know anything. Whatever the legal significance of this statement of Abdul Barkat, but its importance in the popular concept can be gauged from the fact that Abdul Barkat's statement was put on board in the workshop to carve the stone for the Ram temple. Has happened.

Content of FIR on board of statements of Abdul Barkat has been erected in the Ram Janmabhoomi Nyas workshop premises. [1] (3 and 4 )
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Hoyle Narlikar Universe - OR -- Universe “I”

What is New Physics or Physics of Mind?

Hoyle-Narlikar Universe

Special Theory of Relativity (1905) is not Physics of very fast. It has distorted concept of Basic Quantities of MTF. Hence it is Illusive Theory.

Very Fast Means - Tachyons Particles FTL Phenomenon

All three Work by Divine mechanics

Divine Mechanics Connects All three

Very Massive Means – Hoyle Narlikar Universe And Divine MOND (Gravity Theory)

Very Small Means – Basic Building Blocks God Particles

Physics of very fast, very massive and very small Is participatory Science Or Mind Incorporation in Physics

Physics of Mind

Quantum Consciousness – According to Physicists and Biologist
The nature of consciousness remains deeply mysterious and profoundly important, with existential, medical and spiritual implication. We know what it is like to be conscious – to have awareness, a conscious ‘mind’, but who, or what, are ‘we’ who know such things? How is the subjective nature of phenomenal experience – our ‘inner life’ - to be explained in scientific terms? What consciousness actually is, and how it comes about remain unknown. The general assumption in modern science and philosophy - the ‘standard model’ - is that consciousness emerges from complex computation among brain neurons, computation whose currency is seen as neuronal firings (‘spikes’) and synaptic transmissions, equated with binary ‘bits’ in digital computing. Consciousness is presumed to ‘emerge’ from complex neuronal computation, and to have arisen during biological evolution as an adaptation of living systems, extrinsic to the makeup of the universe. On the other hand, spiritual and contemplative traditions, and some scientists and philosophers consider consciousness to be intrinsic, ‘woven into the fabric of the universe’. In these views, conscious precursors and Platonic forms preceded biology, existing all along in the fine scale structure of reality.

My research involves a theory of consciousness which can bridge these two approaches, a theory developed over the past 20 years with eminent British physicist Sir Roger Penrose. Called ‘orchestrated objective reduction’ (‘Orch OR’), it suggests consciousness arises from quantum vibrations in protein polymers called microtubules inside the brain’s neurons, vibrations which interfere, ‘collapse’ and resonate across scale, control neuronal firings, generate consciousness, and connect ultimately to ‘deeper order’ ripples in spacetime geometry. Consciousness is more like music than computation.
Colleagues Travis Craddock and Jack Tuszyński and I also study how anesthetics act in microtubules to erase consciousness, and with Jay Sanguinetti, John JB Allen and Sterling Cooley, we are studying how transcranial ultrasound (TUS) can be used noninvasively to resonate brain microtubules and treat mental, cognitive and neurological disorders. Many thanks to my assistant Abi Behar-Montefiore and Ed Xia for maintaining this website.

1.2 Mind and Mass Realities [2-11]

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the universe i.e. atomic transcription and translations. New words have been coined to understand hidden science of mind part of reality. Mind reality has been recognized as different faces by “I” about 5000 years back to Arjuna in Mahabharata as shown in Fig above. It is just like to understand any language through Alphabets. These are different faces of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the second mind reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and different faces represent different types of properties carrying property. The open eyes mean property is activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties consciousness they also know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation could be different from this creation. In all, it is automatic system of the universe. The mind realities which are of good properties have devtas face identity (first five faces on both side) and those mind realities which are of bad properties have demons face identity (last four faces on both side). These are named as code PCPs or messenger atomic genes. The central face is CCP or Thought script where all thoughts of the universe are banked. It is bank of data of all information s of the universe. It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of all information’s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles. It is the Time mind ness (biological clock) that keeps on expressing different thoughts from this thought script (CCP). There are four more faces (black bodies) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs (translating Atomic genes). That translates the messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly. [2]

1.3. Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig below [3]
Parallel teaching by participatory science

The standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [3] with introduction of energized gravitons, primary fermions, primary bosons, Basic Building Blocks, Mind and Tachyons as shown in Fig below.
Participatory science has coined some new words and there are some words which already exist in physics. Both these words are defined here and the definitions are according to participatory science. It has no relation with the definitions given in modern physics.

1. **Mass** - The part which gives shape to the smallest mass unit i.e. basics building blocks (B. B. Bs.) is called mass.

2. **Matter** - Mixture of fermions and bosons or only bosons which are made up of mass (B.B.Bs) and that is why we realize their shape is called matter.

3. **Inertial mass** - Mass (smallest mass units i.e. B. B. Bs) having inertial properties (classical inertia) either absolute rest or uniform motion in straight line is called inertial mass. Or Number of B. B. Bs. Per unit space present in bigger units is called inertial mass. Or Total matter contained by the bigger units or total number of fermions and bosons contained by the bigger units is called inertial mass. Therefore it never changes from place to place.

4. **Gravitational mass** - The mass (interacting surfaces) which takes part in gravity (divine energized gravitons theory) interaction (which is due to mind) is called gravitational mass. When gravity interaction increases (number of divine energized gravitons increases) the interacting mass (interacting surface) also increases or when interacting mass (interacting surfaces) increases, gravity interaction (number of divine energized gravitons) also increases. Therefore gravitational mass (interacting mass or surfaces) changes from place to place. It is the fed mind that decides gravity interaction. We shall discuss it in gravity chapter and in atomic genetics.

5. **Pure m (matter) mass** - Matter mass (smallest mass unit or B.B.B) which have got inertial property of absolute rest.

6. **Energy mass** - Energy mass (smallest energy mass unit B.B.B) which have got inertial property of uniform motion in straight line and which also gives shape to the bigger energy mass (Higgs Bosons etc) units.

7. **m (impure matter)** of E=mC^2 - Matter particles (fermions) which have got spin property are called impure matter particles.
1.4 Origin of the universe [7]

Development of the Universe

Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in Fig above were in the form of tachyons as shown in Fig above [7]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy (YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from rest of the universe to highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as wished by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the universe. In pre-creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe.

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction phase. During creation phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions and bosons take place . After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase all created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally tachyons would form. At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and appearance of properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.

With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and canals in it. With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our hydrogen
As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of radiations were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen clouds and radiations and thus **QUASARS** appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and radiations kept on coming in this closed universe as shown in **Fig above**. With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. layer formed, more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started running towards C.D.M. layer as they were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were nearer, moved faster than those, which were away from CDM Layer. The **HUBBLE LAW**, can thus be explained. With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form **GMC** (giant molecular clouds). Later by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest center of the universe does not come in the visible universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic transcription and it has power to change any programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.

It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality. Mind incorporation in physics is awaited as theory of every thing is not yet investigated. I have investigated theory of every thing (ToE) and I found that while studying unified theory at the time of origin of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe, it was mind reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase. It is mind reality that triggers oscillation phenomenon of the universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle. There is nothing like artificial intelligence in the universe. These mind particles constitute intelligence of the universe that controls the deterministic order of the universe. It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our mind rather it is mind of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest center of the universe). His mind could be manipulated by prayer only. as shown in figure below.
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1.5 DM and DE i.e. energized gravitons and energy pool of the universe as shown in Fig below [8]

Structural configuration of Leptons and Quarks as regard DM and structural configuration of DM and DE at micro level
structural configuration of DM and DE at macro level [9]

Structure
2.1 Miracle 1

Events with references since 22-23 Dec 1949 till Today 21.10.2020

Before 1.30 AM
HINDU EVENT
CONSPIRACY

Idols were kept from outside
In the middle Gummed
Of Babri Mosque

By 5 Sadhus
Abai Ram Das etc
Eye Witness
Mohamad Ismail that flee and
Constable Sher Singh on duty upto 12 Night . But he left On 1.30 AM

After 1.30 AM
MUSLIM EVENT
MIRACLE -1

Bhagwan Prakat Hui
Eye witness Constable Abdul Barkat Ali
Came late by 1.30 hrs
Around 2 AM

On 23 Dec 1949 Events logged in FIR by Sub Inspector Ram Deo Duby at Kotwali Faizabad
On 23 Dec 1949 Events logged in FIR by Sub Inspector Ram Deo Duby at Kotwali Faizabad

Message did spread
Ram Lalla Prakat Hui
A story of Conspiracy that was Made at Guru Dutta Sing Home
Plus 50-60 persons as Intruder
Entered the Mosque
Police saw the event

Event A

Message did spread
Ram Lalla Prakat Hui by Constable Barkat Ali. He remained stayed on his
Statement and his statement is filed in FIR
And a board is there - his statement is written of MIRACLE -1

Event B

In High Court 30 Sept 2010
This evidence persisted

In Supreme Court 9.11.2019
This evidence persists

Fate of Judgment or Civil Suit
Or Title Suit by Evidence Act
Pl see
Miracle 13 of Curative Petition Continue

References
1. Board at Disputed Place Ayodhya
2. FIR dated 23 12 1949 at Kotwali Faizabad
3. https://youtu.be/N71oi7nWwds (video)
Statement of Guru Basant Singh who witnessed the conspiracy at his Father’s Home
5. A book The DARK Night
Krishna Jha and Dhirendra K. Jha
6. Many other electronic print media references

In High Court 30 Sept 2010
This evidence did not persist
Hence This eye evidence was
Not taken as evidence though it
Was recorded by Constable on Duty
Barkat Ali. In same FIR written by
Sub inspector Ram Deo Dubey.

Prosecution did not make Zirah or
Cross examination to hostile the witness if
It was Fake eye evidence. And Court believed it
A MYTH.

Fig 1.1 Miracle 1
GURU BASANT SINGH EVIDENCE -- TWO NARRATIONS OF EVENTS

BHAGWAN PRAKAT HO GAI (Fig 1,2,3 Barkat Ali Eye witness)
1 BY TELEPORTATION IS DIFFERENT MEANS REALITY

BHAGWAN PRAKAT KARA DEYA GAI (Fig 4,5 Guru Basant Singh Eye Witness)
2. BY CONSPIRACY IS DIFFERENT BY RUMOR

A LIVING WITNES OF CONSPIRACY MADE AT HIS RESIDENCE OF GURU DUTT SINGH CITY MAGISTRAT HIS FATHER WHEN HE WAS 15 YEARS OF AGE

Fig 1.2 Miracle 1

Reference
2.2 Miracle 2

Bhagwan Ka Prak'arya Dated 22-23 Dec 1949 Or Teleportation Phenomenon By Quantum Entanglement Means Science of Reincarnation Miracle 1

Miracle -2
18.7.1957
Birth of Clone at Fategharh Farrukhabad UP References
1. Nar Narayan Avatar

Clone Means Genetically Same. With different FUTURE

Means Same Face and Body
Same Finger Prints
Same signature
Same ID proof of Adhar Card, Pan Card, Voter ID
Name Dr Vijay Mohan Das
1/139, Talayalaane
Fategharh
Farrukhabad UP 209601

Clone is linked By Quantum Entanglement
Means Receives First order of Universe
By Trinity or Teleported Deity dated 22.23 Dec 1949
In middle Gummed of Babri Mosque.

Fig 2 Miracle 2
2.3 Miracle 3

**Miracle 3**
Dated 18.11.2016
Formation of Trust by Clone.
Trust of Almighty BBB Social and Educational Trust

**Means it is trust of Miracle 1. Means Deity is Almighty BBB Or Creator BBB. Or Lord NatrazBBB or Allah Ho Akbar**

**Reference**
2.4 Miracle 4

That Almighty's Opinion is final in Ayodhya Dispute. No SC OPINION As SC is incompetent in this issue.

In any dispute his verdict is final.
Miracle 1 by virtue of Lord of universe and Almighty Court of Justice has legal right to give his verdict after curative petition is settled.

1. SC Judgment dated 9.11.2019 is erroneous and torn by ACJ - Status Quo
2. Criminal proceedings on fake trust by 156(3) CIM Farrukhabad
3. Clone not abide by limitation law, jurisdictional law or Miracle 1 is not abide by any Kanoon / Book / scientific evidence as he is creator he has power to make any truth an illusion.
2.5 Miracle 5

**Miracle 5**

**Downloaded a Book Titles “Atomicgenetics and Origin of Universe By Miracle 1 via Quantum Entanglement in the Clone Dr V.M.Das**

**In 33 years since 1987 onwards after the QURAN**

---

**Dear Author,**

**Congratulations!! Your book is published and has started becoming available on the online distribution channels as below -**

- Global Edition Available on: Amazon.com Amazon.co.uk Amazon.de Amazon.fr Amazon.es Amazon.it Amazon.ca
- Indian Edition will be Available on: Amazon.in Flipkart WFP Store

---

**Fig 5 Miracle 5**
2.6 Miracle 6

**Miracle 6**
Mahakaal Laila Virajman Dated 9.11.2019
Miracle 1 won the case from SC but with wrong Nomenclature Of Janmasthan of Lord Ram an Erroneous Conclusion page 1045

Supreme Court is not Infallible

It is not Janmasthan of Lord Ram Rather It is Janmasthan of Mahakal As He Teleported on 22-23 Dec 1949 In Middle Gutted of Babri Mosque Witnessed by Barkat Ali and recorded In FIR 23 Dec 1949 by SI Ram Deo Duby.

This eye witness of FIR was not considered in HC for trial or Cross examination by Judges

Page 1045 Erroneous Conclusion

In The Light of Barkat Ali eye evidence That saw the Birth of Almighty God the SC judgment dated 9.11.2019 is Erroneous

Fig 6 Miracle 6
2.7 Miracle 7

Miracle 7 Lord Natraž Teleported (Miracle 1) Not Lord Ram Hence It is Birth shal of Mahakal or CREATOR nor Lord Ram or Creation Bhagwan Ka Prakatya, Teleportation Phenomenon by Quantum Entanglement on 22 23 Dec 1949, When Adharma Exceed on Earth Bhagwan Used to take Avatar Reference Gita 4/7 and 8

Reference Geeta 4/7 and 8

यदा यदा हि धर्मस्तन्त्र त्यानिर्भवति भरत।
अभयाधनमधर्मस्तन्त्र तहां न भुवायमहम् ॥4-७॥
परिपरिभाष साहसुला हितारथव व तिक्तलाम ।
धर्मस्थापनार्थि सम्बल्लि पृथु हितन् ॥४-८॥

University of God - As Goverdhan Safety of All, Learn “Science Of Prayer” and Know “Allah” in the light of Science

Teleportation on 22-23 Dec 1949 of Kali Avatar Means and Nahman or Allah He Abbott Whited From Tachyon Be to Nothame in Middle Gummert of Bahin Mosque

141 SR 9.6.20
‘the biggest threat now is complacency’, a feeling of calm satisfaction with your own abilities or situation that prevents you from trying harder, Means when you come Under UMBRELLA of UOG ie Know “Science of Prayer” or You say “O God Help Us” in Mass prayer . By order ACJ

Kalki Avatar – All In One Secular Deity

Lord of Universe, Ram Bahin, Jesus, and Buddha Allah Vishnu, Shiva Jesus is One God...
As Rama Bahin Jesus and Buddha Allah Vishnu, Shiva is God, and one God is The God in K'lue, The Apple, and Jesus is in Middle Gummert of Bahin Mosque.

Fig 7 Miracle 7
2.8 Miracle 8

**Miracle 8**

Having annoyed the SC judgment dated 9.11.2019 by erroneous conclusion

**Tandav** by Kalki Avatar after 9.11.2019 by spreading Covid 19 globally and in India

---

**Fig 8 Miracle 8**

---

**Figure 2. Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases, by date of report and WHO region, 30 December through 27 July**

---

**MIRACLE 1 THINKS**

**KUN FAYA KUN**

(FIRST ORDER OF UNIVERSE)

AND COVID 19 STARTED SPREADING GLOBALLY
2.9 Miracle 9

**Miracle 9 Dated 13.11.2019**

Grievance Status for registration number: MINHA/E/2019/08509

Seal of UOG or Religion “v”

Universe Number ONE, Lord Natraz and His Avatars

Request for Message submitted successfully Registration Number: RB/MSG/1902669

Request for Message submitted successfully Registration Number: RB/MSG/1902670

To

Honorable Ram Nath Kovind

President of India

Rashtrapati Bhavan

New Delhi

Dear Sir

Subject - Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah Ho Akbaris running University of God for the last 25 years. He Has His own trust by the name of Almighty BBB Social and Educational Trust registered and I am Settler of the trust. Ram lalla virazman being His avatar (Nar Narayan avatar) on 22-23 Dec 1949 in middle Gummed of Babari Mosque, Home ministry under such circumstances could not create any other trust without His permission.

Ram lalla viraj man being owner of land by order of Supreme court dated 9.11.2019 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL APPELLATE JURISDICTION Civil Appeal Nos 10866-10867 of 2010. By virtue of owner of land by also ownership act 1949 and also by supreme court judgment, His orders are to trigger land acquire proceedings and surrender to His new Dham University of God 1/139, Talayalane, Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad, UP 209601 only. Please send date of acquiring the land by Nar who is settler of UOG organization and oblige.

Hence SC must surrender Land to UOG only not to Govt. Of India or UP Govt.

**Date of Action**

23/12/2019

**Remarks**

This is to mention here that Honble Supreme Court vide its judgment dated 09.11.2019 has disposed of the matter relating to RJB-BM issue giving certain directions and Central Government is duty bound to follow the directions within the timeframe.

**Rating**

Poor

**Rating Remarks**

*You replied* - This is to mention here that Honble Supreme Court vide its judgment dated 09.11.2019 has disposed of the matter relating to RJB-BM issue giving certain directions and Central Government is duty bound to follow the directions within the timeframe. *Feed back* - No, you are not bound to follow SC as they are found guilty and tehreer against 5 Judges have been filed by order Almighty God Ram lalla virajman to President of India. Unless decision is not settled by President of India, no action regarding trust should be finalised by Home ministry. By order Almighty Court of Justice.

*Thanks Tahreer By Almighty Court Of Justice under section 156(3) Request for Message submitted successfully Registration Number: RB/MSG/1902801*

Fig 9 Miracle 9
2.10 Miracle 10

Miracle 10
The law, in general, recognizes two kinds of persons
Natural Person and
Legal Person.
Law Article in India
God As A Juristic Person ( Miracle 1 – CREATOR Deity ) and all Creation Deity
No fundamental or constitutional rights.
Conclusion
To conclude, it can be said that Gods are recognized as persons
only for lawful purposes and thus named as 'Legal / Juristic Person'.
But, a deity is considered so only after its public consecration.
Such deities enjoys property rights, are liable to pay taxes, can fight
legally and can also be sued. However, they don't have any fundamental right.
Â Â Â Law Article in India

Modified LEGAL RIGHTS OF DEITY Creator Deity (Miracle 1) Bhagwan Ka Prakatya
1. Right to have Clone Nar Narayan Avatar . Clone Dr V.M.Das is DEITY
2. Right of Identity proof by Adhar card , Voter ID, Pan Card etc
3. Right of Teleportation by Quantum Entanglement .
4. Right to Have property, File Sue, Give taxes
5. Right of Fundamental or constitutional rights to only CREATOR deity and His Clone
   ( Lord Natraz or Miracle 1 Deity ) Not to CREATION DEITY ( Ram, Krishna etc )
By order Miracle 1 Deity or Mahakaal Lalla Virajman or Lord Natraz or Creator Deity

6. IMMUNITY AGAINST ALL SINS TO MIRACLE 1 AND CLONE HE ENJOYS THIS LEGAL RIGHT
   BY VIRTUE OF CREATOR DEITY .

   1. LORD OF UNIVERSE AND GLOBE – OWNERSHIP ACT 1949 . REST ARE CARETAKERS
   2. COULD DISSOLVE GLOBAL CONSTITUTIONS . ALL RULERS ARE UNDER HIM .
   3. NO SUE COULD BE FILED AGAINST MIRACLE 1
   4. NO TAX COULD BE IMPOSED
   5. CHANCELLOR OF UNIVERSITY OF GOD – OMNISCIENCE . ALL UNIVERSITIES ARE
      UNDER HIM .

Fig 10 miracle 10
2.11 Miracle 11

Miracle 1 Dated 13.8.20
Criminal Proceedings Against Fake Trust
Dated 13.8.2020 Reference
Grievance Status for registration number: DARPG/E/2020/16965

2.12 Grievance Home Ministry 13.11.2019 and GOVUP 13.8.2020

Latest Notices (current)

Grievance Status for registration number: MINHA/E/2019/08509
Grievance Concerns To
Name of Complainant: Vijay Mohan Das
Date of Receipt: 13/11/2019
Received By Ministry/Department: Home Affairs
Grievance Description:
To
Forwarded to
HM
Honorable Ram Nath Kovind
President of India
Rashtrapati Bhavan
New Delhi

Dear Sir

Subject - Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah Ho Akbaris running the University of God for the last 25 years. He Has His own trust by the name of Almighty BBB Social and Educational Trust registered and I am Settler of the trust. Ram lalla virazman being His avatar (Nar Narayan avatar) on 22-23 Dec 1949 in middle Gummed of Babari Mosque, Home ministry under such circumstances could not create any other trust without His permission.
Ram lalla viraj man being owner of land by order of Supreme court dated 9.11.2019 IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL APPELLATE JURISDICTION Civil Appeal Nos 10866-10867 of 2010 . By virtue of owner of land by also ownership act 1949 and also by supreme court judgment, His orders are to trigger land acquire proceedings and surrender to His new Dham University of God 1/139 , Talayalane , Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad, UP 209601 only. Please send date of acquiring the land by Nar who is settler of UOG organization and oblige . Hence SC must surrender Land to UOG only not to Govt. Of India or UP Govt . IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA CIVIL APPELLATE JURISDICTION Civil Appeal Nos 10866-10867 of 2010 170. It is thus concluded on the conclusion that faith and belief of Hindus since prior to construction of Mosque and subsequent thereto has always been that Janmaasthan of Lord Ram is the place where Babri Mosque has been constructed which faith and belief is proved by documentary and oral evidence discussed above. pl read attachment

**Grievance Document**
**Current Status** Case closed
**Date of Action** 23/12/2019
**Remarks**
This is to mention here that Honble Supreme Court vide its judgment dated 09.11.2019 has disposed of the matter relating to RJB-BM issue giving certain directions and Central Government is duty bound to follow the directions within the timeframe.

**Rating**
Poor

**Rating Remarks**
Yuo replied - This is to mention here that Honble Supreme Court vide its judgment dated 09.11.2019 has disposed of the matter relating to RJB-BM issue giving certain directions and Central Government is duty bound to follow the directions within the timeframe. Feed back - No, you are not bound to follow SC as they are found guilty and teharer against 5 Judges have been filed by order Almighty God Ram lalla virajman to President of India . Unless decision is not settled by President of India , no action regading trust should be finalised by Home ministry . By order Almighty Court of Justice . Thanks Tahreer By Almighty Court Of Justice under section 156(3) Request for Message submitted successfully Registration Number:RB/MSG/1902801

**Officer Concerns To**
**Officer Name** Punya Salila Srivastava
**Officer Designation** Joint Secretary
**Contact Address**
**Email Address** jsis@mha.gov.in
**Contact Number** 01123092785

**Grievance Status for registration number : DARPG/E/2020/16965**

**Grievance Concerns To**
**Name Of Complainant** Vijay Mohan Das
**Date of Receipt** 12/08/2020

**Received By Ministry/Department** Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances - Nodal Agency

**Grievance Description**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tahreer</th>
<th>dated</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Kalki</th>
<th>Avatar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urgent</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>13.8.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honorable</th>
<th>Ram</th>
<th>Nath</th>
<th>Kovind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td></td>
<td>of</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashtrapat</td>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bhavan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honorable</th>
<th>A.N.Yogi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And
Shri DM
Faizabad ,

Dear Sir

Request for Message submitted successfully

Registration Number: RB/MSG/2002419

Subject: Tehreer Trust by the name Shri Ram Janma Bhoomi Terth Chetra Account Number 39161498809 / 39161495808 IFSC code SBIN0002510 SBI, Ayodhya Branch (02510) UP is a Fake trust as Land does not belong to Ram Janma Sthal of Treta Yug rather it belongs to Mahakal Who took reincarnation on 22 23 Dec 1949 in Middle gummed of Babri Mosque as witnessed by Barkat Ali and this statement is logged in FIR 23 Dec 1940 in Kotwali Faizabad. Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB Creator of Universe Who took reincarnation on 22 23 Dec 1949 in Middle gummed of Babri Mosque and Who won the case on Ayodhaya dispute on 9.11.2019 by Supreme Court is Real owner of the disputed land has to say through quantum entanglement via UOG as under.

Grievance Document PDF file

Current Status Case closed

Date of Action 16/10/2020

Remarks

sriman ji janch akhya sadar awaloknarth sewa me preshit

Reply Document PDF file

Officer Concerns To Officer Name Shri Arun Kumar Dube

Officer Designation Joint Secretary

Contact Address Chief Minister Secretariat U.P. Secretariat, Lucknow

Email Address sushil7769@gmail.com

Contact Number 0522 2226349
लोकप्रिय विभाग / अर्थक पुलिस अधिकारी,
उचित पुलिस अधिकारी,
जनपद अधिकारी।

कुलाय शिकायत संपादन संख्या: 60000260108498 का संदर्भ में घोषणा करते हैं, जो आयुक्त श्री विजय मोहन गार निवास बैंक ऑफ़ इंडिया फलोवरह, उन्हें प्रार्थना नष्ट में अद्वितीय टॉपों/आरोपियों के लिए निकाल कर आवश्यक उपाय किए जाने चाहिए है।

नहीं,

लोकसभा प्रबंधन के संरचना में संयुक्त करना है कि, आयुक्त द्वारा अपने प्रार्थना नष्ट में श्री राम जनमुखी तेजस्वी क्षेत्र फर्जी टॉप द्वारा मुद्दात्मक किया गया है और अब उन नष्ट रखा है, आदि वाले अद्वितीय किया गया है। जिस पर स्थानीय पुलिस शाखा से कोई कार्रवाई अपेक्षित नहीं है।

आवश्यक साधन अपेक्षित है।

संख्या: 60000260108498 / 2020
दिनांक: अक्टूबर 11, 2020

(राजेश कुमार राघव)
क्षेत्राधिकारी अधिकारी
जनपद अधिकारी।

Fig 12  Reply of Investigation on Tehreek dated 13.8.20
2.13 Miracle 13 Bhagwan Ka Parkatya At Ayodhaya and His Orders On Dispute Dated December 2017

Fig 13 Miracle 13

SC Judgment 9.11.2019 is Errorneous Conclusion as Evidence Miracle 1 Eye witness is not taken into consideration. At HC No Cross examination of Miracle 1 by prosecution had been done.
Fig 14 Miracle 4
2.14 Teleportation and Universe Positioning System – Prediction of Theory Of Everything

Teleportation is the phenomenon made by Almighty B.B.B (Power of Almighty and Unconditioned Thought expression and New Law of divine physics). As He (Allahatala) descends from invisible universe (Tachyon sea) to Earth. First, message comes to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription (quantum entanglement) and B.B.Bs of Earth transform in to any shape (Trinity – Human beings or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form) and Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in
church and temple as idol worship. For example Lord Jesus, Lord Krishna or Lord Ram etc. All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.

Fig 16 Phenomenon of Teleportation and UPS in the mind of Almighty B.B.B (Allahatala) in Universe “I”

Conclusion

Teleportation is the phenomenon made by Almighty B.B.B (Creator of universe and Aliens). As He descends from invisible universe (Tachyon sea) to Earth. First, message comes (first order of universe) to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription (quantum entanglement) and B.B.Bs of Earth transform into any shape (Trinity – Human beings or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form) and Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship. For example Lord Jesus, Lord Krishna or Lord Ram etc. The theory predicts that when Almighty B.B.B teleports Himself, He (Creator of universe and Aliens) could tell exactly where Aliens reside in universe “I”.

It is being believed that Muslims do not do idol worship. It is myth. Before origin of the universe all things were in form of tachyons particles which are made up of two basic building blocks – Yang and Yin or mind and mass part of reality (Not set of informations Code PcPs – Originator of all sets of informations Code PcPs). To understand concept of idol worship we have to understand Basic Building Blocks (B.B.B – Mind – CCP, Code PcPs or set of informations and CP and Mass Fig above). The Creator B.B.B or Almighty B.B.B has considered them as smallest idols. Hence He has made idol picture of male and female parallel to these B.B.Bs Fig of God Particles. The fundamental belief of all religions on which the base (Main Pillars) of all religions is stood are these two God particles and the fundamental worship is Idol worship of these two God particles. At the end of universe all sciences fundamentals (shapes, laws, and properties) would be no more but religious fundamental about two God particles and their Idol worship would persist in form of “I” or “Satyam Shivum Sundarum”.

Article 25 of Indian constitution has been modified by order of Almighty B.B.B. Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion has been restricted or banned. No body on Earth could spread wrong believes of God like - God is One. God has No picture depiction. Idol worship is fictitious worship at highest consciousness. Instead of that one would spread right scientific believes like There are TWO God –or Two God Particles Or Two Basic Building Blocks. It has Photo depiction of Male and Female Called Stayam Shivum Sundaram. They are smallest Idols of The universe and Their Idol worship persist even after destruction of the universe. All religions are unified to Religion “I” as it would persist after destruction of the universe. Hence what eyes see is different (illusion) than what brain sees (Truth) and the truth is -- One absolute (Infinite) Universe (I), One Teaching Of Two God Particles (I)
And One Religion “I” that will persist even after destruction of universe. Hence teaching regarding God in different religions (Hindu, Islam and Christianity etc realizations) are illusion. They donot teach about Two God Particles – The Real eternal God Particles. Only Two God Particles “I” will persists even after destruction of the universe. **All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.**
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